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S123 Behavior Plan Checklist

Topics Practices Yes/No Revision Notes

Topic A: Target Behaviors
Have we agreed on 
behavior(s) for change 
which are…

(1) objectively defined?

(2) clustered, if needed?

(3) prioritized, if needed? 

Topic B: Function
Have we considered how 
this learner may be using 
the behavior(s)…

(4) to meet his or her needs?

(5) by accurately completing multiple ABC charts?

(6) by carefully considering alternative functions? 

Topic C: New Behavior
Have we selected new 
behaviors for the learner 
which are…

(7) objectively defined?

(8) active rather than passive?

(9) developmentally appropriate? 

Topic D: Measurement
Have we collected data on 
the learner’s response to 
opportunities by…

(10) defining the opportunity? 

(11) distinguishing between problem and positive responses?

(12) recording on an on-going basis, but for a minimum of the previous 10 days? 

Topic E: Teaching
Have we agreed on 
proactive teaching 
strategies for the positive 
behavior which are…

(13) clearly defined? 

(14) proactively presented (before target behavior occurs)?

(15) informative and clearly understood by the learner? 

Topic F: Reinforcement
Have we developed 
powerful reinforcing 
experiences which are…

(16) clearly defined? 

(17) contingently presented?

(18) functionally equivalent and/or competitively meaningful? 

Topic G: Response
Have we agreed upon 
response steps to targeted 
behavior(s) which are…

(19) clearly defined?

(20) re-directive while minimizing potential reinforcement?

(21) de-escalating, when needed?

Topic H: Fidelity
Have we documented 
fidelity of implementation 
by…

(22) writing the plan into adult action steps?

(23) tracking when the applicable steps were completed?

(24) reaching at least 80% fidelity of intervention steps on at least 80% of days? 

Topic I: Data Analysis
Have we analyzed data 
from implementation, 
including…

(25) fidelity of plan implementation?

(26) learner behavior change? 

(27) other socially significant outcomes?  

Topic J: Revision
If needed, have we revised 
the plan by…

(28) increasing fidelity of plan implementation? 

(29) analyzing and tweaking plan components?

(30) sharing proposed revisions with all team members? 

Topic K: Fading
When appropriate, did we 
fade the plan by…

(31) engaging the team in discussion and planning of fading?

(32) replacing “contrived” components with naturally occurring events?

(33) systematically fading the plan while continuing some data collection? 
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